
Steady yourself, wise woman, 

For this is the time of earthly magic
and you are mountain pose. 

Meet and Exchange
Meet a wise one in the forest. An old evergreen. 
Offer her a bit of your hair or other gift. 
Place the palms of your hands against the palms of her 
sweeping branches and share a simple prayer. 

“Thank you for your breath, for your all seasons sisterhood.” 

Clip  a branch full of leaves, or find one that has fallen to 
the ground. Put this in your gathering basket. 
Next, run your hands over her trunk until you find the 
piece of bark she wants to gift you. 
It should come easily and effortlessly from the tree. Hold it in your closed hand. 

Ritual
Brush your body head to toe with the branch and steady yourself in mountain pose 
beneath her canopy. Feel her branches fold over your head and shoulders like hood 
and cloak.  Feel her roots penetrate the soles of your feet and enter through the marrow 

of your bones. Let your eyelids fall. Stand outside of 
time. See your hair grow silver. 

Ask her to transform any stuck energy and pull it through 
your bones into the earth. This purge may be hard. Lean 
into sister cedar, if you need to. When you are ready, 
steady yourself once again, hold 
the piece of bark in the open 
palm of your hand. Breathe in 

her fresh oxygen, and as you breathe out see your new moon 
wish form its words from your breath and blow it into your 
piece of bark. Your new moon intention is now written upon the 
cedar bark. As soon as you are able, find a free flowing body 
of water and send it off with a prayer: 

“On Cedar’s Bark I set you free, with love and patience I await your 
return to me.”

Thank sister cedar once again. Bring your clipped branch home and add it to your bath, 
hang it from your shower head or dip  it in water and sprinkle over yourself or your 
surroundings it when you feel the chaos or impatience creeping in. 
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